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SUBJECT:

NORTH COUNTY COMBINED HIGHWAY
CORRIDOR STUDY (PART I) - 1-5 GOLDEN STATE
FREEWAY AND SR-14 ANTELOPE VALLEY
FREEWAY -- STATUS REPORT

ACTION:

RECEIVE AND FILE

RECOMMENDATION
Receive and file this status report on the progress towards completing the North
County Combined Highway Corridor Study, Part I, which includes the 1-5 Golden
State and SR-14 Antelope Valley Freeways between their respective interchange and
Kern County.

ISSUE
The North County Combined Highway Corridor Study, Part I (Study) was initiated
in August 2001 and is scheduled for completion in September 2003. The purpose of
this status report is to highlight progress towards completing the Project Scoping
Report and the Purpose and Need Report. A key work element of this Study calls
for the preparation of two Project Initiation Documents (PID's) for discrete
improvements along 1-5 between the I-YSR-14 interchange and SR-126, and along
SR-14 between Sand Canyon Road and Avenue P by January 2003. The Study is on
schedule to meet this requirement.

DISCUSSION
At its June 28,2001 meeting, the MTA Board authorized staff to award a consultant
contract to conduct a comprehensive study of both 1-5 and SR-14 from their
interchange to the Kern County line to accommodate projected future traffic
demands. (See Attachment A for Study Area Map.) This effort involves close
collaboration with Caltrans District 7 and the City of Santa Clarita, City of Palmdale,
City of Lancaster, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG),
County Public Works Department (County), and other affected agencies.
Since the outset of the Study, a multi-agency Technical Advisory Committee (TAC),
composed of representatives from the FHWA, FTA, Caltrans, SCAG, Antelope
Valley Air Pollution Control District, City of Santa Clarita, City of Palmdale, City of
Lancaster, and County Public Works, has been convened by MTA on a monthly
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basis. Policy issues are reviewed by the North County Transportation Coalition (NCTC), which
acts as an oversight policy committee for this study and is composed of elected officials from the
County Supervisor Office, the North County cities, and State legislative offices.
The primary objectives of the Study are:
1) To prepare a multi-modal transportation plan for the Study area to address both short
term (2010) and long term (2025) transportation needs;
2) To prepare PID's in the form of Project Study ReportIProject Development Support
(PSRIPDS) to qualify for the application in the MTA's 2003 Call for Projects for discrete
projects that would fit into the overall transportation plan; and
3) To meet federal and State required transportation planning processes within which all
affected and interested agencies have an opportunity to participate and qualify the
project(s) for State and federal funding.
The information collected and analyzed as part of the evaluation process will inform and
enhance the MTA Board's decision-making on future transportation investments in the North
County area.

PROJECT STATUS
Since August 2001, the consultant team has been working to complete the following work tasks
with guidance from the NCTC and the TAC:
Task 1: Project Management and Administration
Task 2: Community Outreach and Consensus Building
Task 3: Determine Baseline Transportation System Performance, Issues and Study Needs
Completion of these tasks included the first round of public reviews, provided substantive public
input and resulted in key findings that enabled the consultant to prepare a Scoping Report which
serves as a guide for identifying specific projects for the PSRRDS's and for assessing existing
and future transportation needs. (See Attachment B for the Executive Summary of the Final
Scoping Report.) The Scoping Report identifies the widening of SR-14 (to provide a uniform
roadway cross-section comprised of three continuous mixed-flow lanes plus one HOV lane) as
the top priority for immediate improvement. In addition, truck movement along 1-5 and safety
concerns on SR-14 and SR-138 are identified as major regional transportation issues. (See
Attachment C for the Proposed Short-Term (2010) Projects on 1-5 and SR-14.) The Scoping
Report included projects consistent with those projects identified in the strategic element of the
MTA Board adopted 2001 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).
A Purpose and Need Report was also prepared as part of the baseline transportation system
performance evaluation. (See Attachment D for the Executive Summary of the Purpose and
Need Report.) The Purpose and Need Report demonstrates the need for a comprehensive set of
multi-modal improvements which will achieve additional highway capacity, access to Palmdale
Airport, a semi-exclusive truck network, a semi-exclusive HOV/Bus network, east-west
connector routes, and north-south alternates to 1-5 and SR-14.
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An initial set of conceptual system alternatives were identified for screening purposes including
a No-Build scenario that contains the existing plus funded transportation infrastructure for
highways and mass transit, and a Transportation System Management/Transportation Demand
Management (TSMITDM) scenario that includes existing, funded and reasonable trendline
improvements to year 2025. In addition, the Build system scenarios to be studied have been
identified. These scenarios will contain a broad mix and match of multi-modal elements for the
North County Corridors. (See Attachment E for the Initial Set of Long-Term (2025) Conceptual
System Alternatives.)

NEXT STEPS
Staff will continue to work with the consultant to complete the Study including the preparation
of the PSRIPDS's for the FY03 Call-for-Projects application. Initial screening of the long-term
alternatives will be completed by September 2002 before the second round public reviews. A
final set of alternatives will be completed by April 2003 before the third round public reviews.
The development of a draft corridor plan will be based on the data that has been compiled and
analyzed and proposals that are refined and documented. Staff will provide subsequent updates
to the Board, as additional milestones are completed.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A:
Attachment B:
Attachment C:
Attachment D:
Attachment E:

Study Area Map
Final Scoping Report (Executive Summary)
Proposed Short-Term (2010) Projects on 1-5 and SR-14
Purpose and Need Report (Executive Summary)
Initial Set of Long-Term (2025) Conceptual System Alternatives
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North County Combined Corridor Study
Study Area Map
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ATTACHMENT B
Final Scoping Report
(Executive Summary)
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SCOPING PLAN
The first step in the North County Combined Highway Corridor Study was to complete a
comprehensive "scoping" process, inviting interested stakeholders to participate in the
study and engaging them in the scoping of key corridor issues, possible transportation
improvements and potential constraints that would affect the study. The Scoping Plan
for the North County Combined Highway Corridor Study (See attached Exhibit) was
intended to initiate planning, agency coordination and community outreach efforts
simultaneously and reach concurrence on procedures and schedule for subsequent
cooperative planning efforts.
The key elements of Scoping were: (1) Identification of North County Corridor Study
Stakeholders-public agency staff and elected officials; corridor transportation users,
community and environmental organizations; and the general public; (2) Survey of
Stakeholder opinions regarding priority transportation issues and strategies for
addressing corridor transportation needs; (3) Public Open Houses to exchange ideas
regarding corridor transportation needs and opportunities; (4) an Agency Scoping
Meeting, to coordinate with environmental and other permitting organizations; and (5)
Confirmation of study objectives, process and schedule.

STAKEHOLDERS IDENTIFIED
In close coordination and with the assistance of the MTA project manager and the
members of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), a broad range of study
stakeholders was identified for involvement in initial study scooping, the identification of
key study issues and alternatives to be considered. A list identifying between 25 and 30
individual stakeholders was developed and organized into four groups (See attached
listing of individuals):
Elected OfficialslLocal Governments in Corridor;
Regional PlanningllmplementationAgencies;
Transportation Interests;
Education Institutions and Regional Economic Interests
A subset of the fourth group, the Antelope Valley Board of Trade was added as a
separate group, as a result of the organization's strong interestlparticipation at their
October 23, 2001 Meeting.

STAKEHOLDER SURVEY
One-on-one interviews were conducted with stakeholders using an information packet
and a questionnaire. The stakeholders identified priority transportation issues and shortterm and long range transportation options they would like to see considered in the study
(See attached tabulation of survey responses).
Transportation Issues
The top two issues for all stakeholder groups (important to all five groups) are:
a New roadway capacity to meet existing and planned growth
Safety enhancements to reduce accident rates

The next three ranking issues (important to four out of five groups) are:
New andlor enhanced east-west transportation route
A multi-modal transportation system that offers a variety of choices
Cost-effectiveness of all transportation investments

Short Range lmprovement Options
The top four rated short-term improvements options cover a range of transportation
solutions:
Widen SR-14 to provide three continuous mixed-flow lanes from Avenue L to 1-5
(unanimous support)
Provide three continuous mixed flow lanes plus one HOV lane on SR-14 from Sand
Canyon to Avenue L (four of five groups)
Implement safety improvements on SR-138 (four of five groups)
More peak period Metrolink commuter trains to LA (four of five groups)
This listing reflects the orientation of the majority of stakeholders surveyed, who happen
to live in the Antelope Valley. If short-term improvement rankings for the 1-5 are
examined in isolation, truck lanes are of first priority, followed closely by a near tie
between adding HOV lanes and improving the I-5lSR-126 interchange.

Long Term lmprovement Options
The most highly ranked long-term transportation options were:
Widen SR-14 by adding one or more mixed flow lanes in each direction from 1-5 to
Kern County Line (unanimous support)
Greatly improve I-5lSR-14 freeway interchange (four of five groups)
Double peak Metrolink train service, upgrade tracks to permit higher speeds, and
add more stations (four of five groups)
Relocatelupgradethe SR-138 to freeway standards (four of five groups)
Stakeholder rankings of 1-5 long-term improvements, viewed in isolation, mirror those for
short-term improvement options: truck lanes hold a slight edge over the addition of HOV
lanes and improvements to the I-5lSR-126 interchange.

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSES
Public Open Houses were held in Santa Clarita on November 14 and in Palmdale on
November 15 to receive initial input from the community on transportation issues and
short-term and long-range options that should be addressed during the study. Graphic
displays, a powerpoint presentation, and handout materials were provided to facilitate
discussion with attendees.

Santa Clarita
The top three clear priorities for Santa Clarita stakeholders are, in order of importance:
New roadway capacity to meet existing and planned growth

New north-south regional route to Los Angeles
Maximum benefits from current and proposed transportation
Significantly trailing these top three priorities in level of importance were:
Acceptable peak period travel times and minimize delays
Newlenhanced east-west regional transportation route
Safety enhancements to reduce accident rates.
Palmdale
The top three clear priorities for Palmdale stakeholders are, in order of importance:
New roadway capacity to meet existing and planned growth
Acceptable peak period travel times and minimize delay
Enhanced regional transit.
It should be noted that enhanced freeway capacity was, by far, the highest priority for
those attending this meeting.
Though trailing these top three priorities in level of importance, the following issues all
received similar levels of priority:
Improvements/strategies to accommodate growing truck traffic
New northlsouth regional route to Los Angeles
New or enhanced eastlwest regional route
Regional ground connections to support proposed growth of Palmdale Airport
Multimodal transportation system that offers a variety of choices
Safety enhancements to reduce accident rates.

STUDY FOCUS GROUP
A study focus group session was held on February 5, 2002 in Lancaster to incorporate
feedback from the commuter population into the outreach process. Twelve focus group
participants were recruited based on their commute patterns and modes of travel.
These included automobile commuters - from the Antelope Valley using the SR-14 and
SR-138, from Santa ClaritaNalencia using the 1-5, and express bus riders and drivers
from the Antelope Valley Transit Authority (AVTA), Santa Clarita Transit, and Metrolink
Commuter Rail riders.
The focus group format was an informal guided discussion based on a set of 'questions
and exhibits. The focus group meeting was guided by the questionnaire developed for
the stakeholder interviews. Feedback received at the focus group complements the
input we received from the stakeholder briefings and other community meetings. In
general, focus group participants reinforced the priorities voiced by stakeholders on
study issues and short term priorities for the study corridors.
Observations from the Focus Group Session include the following:
Top transportation issues
Travel time (related to lack of freeway capacity)
Safety

Top-ranked short term improvement
Widen SR-14 to Provide 3 + 1 HOV
Safety lmprovements on I38
Maximize Transit Investment by Implementing Several Transit Improvements
Top-ranked long term improvement
Widen SR-14 to provide one or more mixed flow lanes from Kern County Line to
1-5
Relocate and upgrade SR-138 to freeway standards
High Speed Rail from High DeserVKern to Los Angeles
AGENCY SCOPING
Of 21 invitees, four agencies sent representatives to the initial resource agency scooping
meeting held in Los Angeles on November 15, 2001. Expressed interests were:
Edwards Air Force Base Flight Test Center-Growth impacts on their operations.
California Highway Patrol-Safety and operation inlout of HOV lanes and at
bottlenecks.
California Public Utilities Commission-Grade-crossing safety and improvements.
Angeles County Dept. of Public Works-Consistency with County Highway Plan;
growth in the Santa Clarita area and toward Mojave.
Follow-up telephone interviews were held with four other agencies to elicit their
concerns:
Caltrans District 7--Staff involvement in highway project environmental
documentation.
US Forest Service Land owner1 resource protection abutting SR 14 and SR 138
Los Angeles ~ o u n $Parks and Recreation-Owns and manages Vasquez Rock
Park along the north side of SR 14; manages Castaic Lake State Recreation Area.
South Coast Air Quality Management-Management plan for the six county district
includes controls over industry and vehicle trip generators in North County.

STUDY PROCESS AND SCHEDULE
Work Flow Process
The North County Combined Highway Corridor Study process will follow the traditional
MIS long range planning process. The long-range planning process focuses on building
consensus throughout the 26-month duration of the study. Key upcoming tasks include
the development of a Statement of Purpose and Need, the identification of an initial list
of system alternatives, and the establishment of an evaluation framework and criteria.
Initially, a long-list of transportation system alternatives will be identified and screened
through a fatal-flaw and sketch planning process. The study TAC will actively participate
in the initial screening effort. The initial screening will result in a narrowing down to a NoBuild, TSM and up to three build system scenarios. A recommended short list of
alternatives will be reviewed with the Policy Oversight Committee (North County
Transportation Committee) and at public open houses to develop consensus.

Later in the process, the short list of corridor alternatives will be evaluated in more detail
under this task using a variety of available analytical tools and models. This final set of
alternatives will be screened using this information to establish a preferred system
alternative for the study that has the best benefits and is the most cost-effective set of
elements for the North County Study Area. TAC consultation will be continued
throughout the process, and recommendations will be reviewed by the Policy Oversight
Committee and the public at open houseslworkshops.

Short-Term Scenario
As part of the North County Combined Corridor Study, short-term PSRIPDS studies are
being conducted that will determine appropriate improvements to be advanced toward
construction in MTA's "Call for Projects" in early 2003. It is assumed that these
recommended improvements will be included as a common highway element for all of
the long-range build alternatives that are studied in the North County Combined Highway
Corridor Study. Consensus on a set of short-term elements is emerging which would
include:
Continuous HOV lanes plus 3-mixed flow lanes on SR 14 from Sand Canyon Road
to Avenue P; extension of HOV lanes on 1-5 from SR 14 to SR 126;
Extension of truck lanes on 1-5 from SR 14 to Newhall Boulevard;
Passing lanes and select pavement widening on SR 138 from Palmdale to the San
Bernardino County line; and
Buslrail service improvements within the SR 14 and 1-5 corridors to complement the
extension of the HOV network.
Other short range service and facility improvements that have been identified as
implementable by the bus and rail mass transportation system operators in North
County.

Long-Range Options
The long-range analysis of Scenarios (alternatives) will follow the RSTlS guidelines and
include a No-Build Scenario that contains only existing plus funded transportation
infrastructure for highways and mass transit and a Transportation System
Managementflransportation Demand Management (TSMITDM) scenario that includes
existing, funded and reasonable trendline improvements to year 2025.
The Build system scenarios to be studied will contain a broad mix of multi-modal
elements for the Corridor. The mix and match of roadway, mass transit, and background
assumptions will range from minimum to maximum investments. The first list of build
scenarios will not be constrained in length and may include 10 or more. These will be
narrowed through sketch planning and fatal flaw analysis.

Travel Forecast Modeling
Alternative regional highway and transit networks will be evaluated using the
latest SCAG travel forecast modeling for 2010 (short-range) and 2025 (longrange). Local travel modeling (Santa Clarita and Antelope Valley) will be used as
a check on local trip generation and distribution.

EMERGING THEMES: CORRIDOR NEEDS AND STRATEGIES
The following themes, presented not necessarily in order of priority, have emerged from
Scoping to guide the preparation of the Statement of Purpose and Need and the
developmentlevaluationof Alternatives in the next phase of the North County Combined
Highway Corridor Study.
Since transportation funding is limited, it is expected that
transportation strategies reflecting these themes will need to be structured to enhance
funding prospects Substantially increased vehicle capacity is needed in each of the
major highway corridors.
Sufficient highway right-of-way should be reserved along 1-5, SR 14 and SR 138 to
develop new HOV lanes and truck lanes in response to emerging demand.
A package of early action transportation improvements (highway and transit) is
needed within the context of long range planning objectives.
Safety enhancements to existing roadways are needed and new safer facilities must
be built, particularly in the SR 138 corridor, to reduce accident rates and fatalities.
Upgraded regional multimodal access to Palmdale Airport is needed in anticipation of
the Palmdale Airport's emergence as a Southern California commercial aviation hub.
A semi-exclusive truck network is needed to avoid the capacity constraints and
safety hazards inherent in a combined trucklauto highway system.
A semi-exclusive HOVIbus network is needed to avoid the capacity constraints and
safety hazards inherent in combining HOVlbus operations with mixed flow traffic.
New high capacity east-west connector routes are needed linking 1-5, SR-14 and 1-15
to meet future demand and provide for movement between primary north-south
corridors.
Alternatives are needed to the 1-5 and SR 14 facilities in order to cope with
emergencies.
A comprehensive multi-modal transit framework-that is, an appropriate mix of rail
and bus services-is needed to support future urban growth and provide a back-up
to auto access mode and support a lifestyle less dependent on the automobile.
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State senator Pete McKnight (Rex Moen)
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Widen 1-5 by adding MF lanes from
SR-14 to SR 126

Build HOV connectors from EB to SB
through the I-5lSR-14 interchange

Add or extend truck lanes on 1-5 from
SR 126 to Castaic
Widen and realign SR-138 to
expressway standards

Add HOV or truck lanes to SR-138
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ATTACHMENT C
Proposed Short-Term (2010) Projects on 1-5 and SR-14

P R O P O S E D P R O J E C T O N 1-5
PROJECT LIMITS: SR-14to SR-126(w)

1

TYPICAL SECTIONS:

DESCRIPTION:

0

Add one HOV lane in each direction within project limits and an
additional mixed-flow lane to facilitate truck operations between SR-I
and Calgrove.

PURPOSE AND NEED:

.

2010 demand shows need for HOV and mixed-flow lanes between
SR-14 and Calgrove.
2010 demand shows need for HOV lane north of Calgrove.
Consistent with the Transportation Corridor Report for 1-5.

0

PARSONS

TRANSPORTATION
GROUP INC
C
A
E lW

PROPOSED PROJECT ON S R - I 4
PROJECT LIMITS: Sand Canyon Road to Avenue P
TYPICAL SECTION:

E

t1

U lrn

DESCRIPTION:
Provide one HOV and 3 mixed-flow
lanes continuously in each
direction to close gaps within
project limits.

PURPOSE AND NEED:
2010 demand shows need for
mixed-flow and HOV lanes to
facilitate truck operations and
close gaps.
Consistent with the
Transportation Corridor Repo
f ~ S!?-14.
r
PARSONS
TRANSPPRTATION
GROUP INC.

ATTACHMENT D
Purpose and Need Report
(Executive Summary)

Project Purpose
To address the various transportation and growth challenges of North County, the Los
Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) is undertaking the North
County Combined Highway Corridor Study.
This Study will develop feasible,
implementable and cost-effective solutions for alleviating traffic congestion in northern
Los Angeles County. Part I of the Study is looking at State Route (SR) 14 between 1-5
and the Kern County Line, and 1-5 between SR-14 and the Kern County Line. Part I is
scheduled for completion in September 2003. The short-term improvements will be
advanced toward construction in MTA's "Call for Projects" in early 2003.
Part II of the Study, which will consider SR-138 between 1-5 and the San Bernardino
County Line, is expected to begin in April 2002 and be completed by late 2003. Both
Parts I and II of the Study are being done in close coordination with Caltrans, the County
of Los Angeles, the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) and the
Cities of Lancaster, Palmdale and Santa Clarita.
In order to ensure the Study Area's continued economic vitality, the North County
Combined Highway Corridor Study is being conducted with the understanding that
strategic, short-term construction improvements must be developed within the
framework of long-range planning.
The North County Combined Corridor Study is being conducted with several objectives
in mind. First, and foremost, is the development of a long-range consensus
transportation plan that is the culmination of a sustained consensus building process. A
successful consensus is being built by actively engaging all key stakeholders in the
Study Area. The first step in the process was the identification of all key stakeholders
and the completion of a thorough scoping effort with key players. Scoping efforts were
completed in January 2002 for Part I of the Study. The results of scoping are
documented in the Final Scoping Report (dated March 5, 2002).
The North County Combined Highway Corridor Study will draw upon findings of recent
and on-going studies, include a comprehensive evaluation of possible alternatives and
will build a consensus among stakeholders in the corridor for a preferred package of
long range transportation improvements. The study is being conducted in compliance
with the Regionally Significant Transportation lnvestment Study (RSTIS) guidelines that
govern studies that are sponsored by planning agencies in the SCAG Region (e.g. the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG), Caltrans and the MTA. The study is multi-faceted and will result
in the development of both a longer-range Major lnvestment Study (MIS) Report and
shorter-range Project Initiation Documents (PIDs) which will enable the recommended
Corridor PlanlPreferred Alternative to move forward in a phased implementation.

Purpose And Need Analysis
The Study Team has completed its analysis of Purpose And Need using the results of
study scoping and an analysis of available databases from Caltrans, Corridor Cities,
SCAG and other sources. The review of the wide variety of data confirms that no one
mode or element of transportation will be able to meet all of the diverse travel

requirements of the North County Study Area. Clearly, a variety of modes and trip
purposes are expected to contribute to the future transportation burden in North County.
Based on the Analysis of Purpose And Need, the following specific categories of travel
must be addressed in future long range planning in North Los Angeles County:
Commute-to-work trips
Interregional trips, including trucks
Complex non-work tripmaking patterns and needs
Truck traffic
Multimodal trip makinglridesharing

Based on the findings of Purpose and Need, different packages of multimodal
improvements will be structured into system scenarios and compared one against the
other. These system alternatives or scenarios will be taken through a rigorous process
of analysis and comparison to determine which combination of improvements will have
the best overall benefit to North County and support from study participants.
Alternatives to be considered are: additional freeway lanes; special lanes for trucks and
High Occupancy Vehicles (HOVs); Bus Rapid Transit (BRT); improvements to Metrolink
Commuter Rail Service, high speed rail; wideninglrealignment of roadways, possible
new highway links through the San Gabriel Mountains, among other elements.

Overall Findings on Purpose and Need
The following are overall findings on Purpose And Need for the North County Combined
Corridor Study. The findings are presented not necessarily in order of priority. The
topical areas listed here were formulated during study scoping and are further described
in the Final Scoping Report.

1. Need For New Transportation Infrastructure And Added Capacity
As a result of study scoping, it was noted that sufficient highway right-of-way should be
reserved along 1-5, SR 14 and SR 138 to develop new general purpose traffic lanes,
HOV lanes and truck lanes in response to emerging demand. Many improvements,
flexible and multi-modal, will be needed to meet the substantial socio-economic growth
that is projected for Santa Clarita, Valencia, and the Antelope Valley communities of
Palmdale and Lancaster.
As described earlier, existing roadway capacity is quickly being outstripped and
programmed capacity improvements will be overwhelmed well before the horizon year
2025. Today, both the 1-5 and SR-14 have freeway segments in North County carrying
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) in excess of 170,000 with volumes on both freeways
projected to more than double by horizon year 2025, a great deal more roadway
capacity will be needed to handle the sizable vehicle throughput.
Delay on the 1-5 and SR-14 is substantial today and will grow worse in the coming years.
The recent travel time survey of 1-5 and the SR-14 in the vicinity of the SR-1411-5

Freeway Interchange measured over 3 million annual hours of traffic delay. As peak
period volumes of traffic grow in the future, this delay will grow and become more
pervasive throughout the day and over more segments of the routes.

2. Need For Early Action Transportation Improvements
Another high priority finding from scoping was the need for early action transportation
improvements (highway and transit). The conclusion was that a full range of
improvements is needed within the context of long range planning objectives. Demand
for corridor transportation improvements is great.
Therefore, it was concluded that a comprehensive package of early action items must
be developed to meet short-term needs. As part of this study process, a consensus will
be built on a set of early action items which would be common to all long range
alternatives. Thus far, items that have been identified for evaluation include: continuous
HOV lanes plus 3-mixed flow lanes on SR 14 from Sand Canyon Road to Avenue P;
extension of HOV lanes on 1-5 from SR 14 to SR 126; extension of truck lanes on 1-5
from SR 14 to Calgrove Boulevard; passing lanes and select pavement widening on SR
138 from Palmdale to the San Bernardino County line; and bus1Metrolink passenger
service improvements to complement the HOV network.

3. Need For Safe Facilities
Safety enhancements to existing roadways are needed and new safer facilities must be
built to reduce accident rates and fatalities. Traffic accident rates on SR-14 are generally
near statewide norms, but appear to be higher in areas that contain lane drops and
changes in roadway configurations. Accident rates along the SR-14 should decline with
the implementation of short range gap closures and safety enhancements. Of special
need is the widening, realignment and traffic control along SR 138 which has been
designated a State Safety Route.

4. Need For Access To Palmdale Airport
Another key area of need is upgraded regional multirnodal access to Palmdale Airport in
anticipation of the Palmdale Airport's emergence as a Southern California commercial
aviation hub. Palmdale Airport has long been envisioned as a reliever for congestion at
other Los Angeles Countylregional airports, especially LAX Airport. The Palmdale
Airport is also recognized as an important engine for the economic development and
diversification of the Antelope Valley. Regional access tolfrom the Palmdale Airport
continues to constrain the potential for Palmdale Airport's expansion to assume its
planned role in the regional airport system and economic development.

5. Need For Semi-Exclusive Truck Network
As a result of study scoping, it was concluded that a semi-exclusive truck network is
needed to avoid the capacity constraints and safety hazards inherent in a combined
truck/auto highway system. Increased use of exclusive truck lanes, truck ramps and

climbing lanes will facilitate goods movement (important for the economic vitality of the
state and region) as well as save lives. Earlier in the report, it was noted that both the 1-5
and SR-14 are experiencing truck percentages above 15 percent of total traffic. At some
locations, volumes on the 1-5 freeway as high as 40 percent trucks have been counted
by Caltrans.
Today's increasing truck traffic is also attributable to statewide economic growth and
interregional trucking from Kern County and Central California. Indeed, this regional
economic vigor has placed pressure on North County's already underdeveloped
transportation infrastructure. While these issues are perhaps not unique to this portion
of the region, they certainly have highlighted the freeway system's lack of alternatives,
its vulnerability to seismic and weather events, and the general shortage of financial
resources to address long-term solutions needed to meet the various transportation
challenges that have been identified, including high levels of growth in truck travel.
As already high truck volumes increase, available capacity of truck lanes will be used
up, and traffic operations for both trucks and automobiles will be adversely impacted,
i.e., differences in truck and auto speeds creates friction which adversely impacts
vehicle capacity and safety.

6. Need For A Semi-Exclusive HOVlBus Network
The SR-14 HOV lanes are being heavily used today with peak hour carpools exceeding
1400 vehicle lane per hour. In addition with HOV occupancies near 2.2 persons per
vehicle, the lanes are efficiently carrying heavy person volumes (in excess of 3000
people per lane per direction). Thus, HOV lanes are proving themselves to be costeffective solutions.
Along these lines, study scoping identified a need for a semi-exclusive HOVIbus
network. By being semi-exclusive they could also avoid the capacity constraints and
safety hazards inherent in combining HOVIbus operations with mixed flow traffic.
Certainly a continuous and integrated HOVIbus system, with dedicated HOV lanes, HOV
bypassesiramp metering on freeway on-ramps, and priority location for HOVIexpress
bus stops at interchanges, will facilitate high occupancy vehicle use and greatest time
savings for the greatest number.

7. Need For New High Capacity East West Connector Routes
As the North County Study Area grows, it will expand geographically and spread toward
the Kern and San Bernardino County Lines. New high capacity east-west connector
routes will be needed to serve new travel desires and will be needed to link 1-5, SR-14
and 1-15 to meet future demand and provide for movement between primary north-south
corridors. Widening or realignments of the SR-138, or new parallel east-west routes will
be closely analyzed within Par II of this study. The new routes would increase,
accessibility, shorten vehicle trips and function as part of a metropolitan bypass for the
Los Angeles region.

8. Need For North-South Alternates to 1-5 and SR-14
Alternatives are needed to the 1-5 and SR 14 facilities in order to cope with
emergencies. Among other things, new high capacity north-south route options should
be studied for possible feasibility. 1-5 and SR 14 highways are lifelines of statewide and
regional importance. As was shown by the substantial disruption and delay caused by
the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, study area transportation is vulnerable to shut down
due to accidents, inclement weather, earthquakes, landslides, etc.

9. Need For Comprehensive Multimodal Transit Framework
Due to the substantial growth projections for North County, it is clear that mass
transportation must play a larger role in meeting future travel demand. Therefore as part
of early study reconnaissance and scoping a need for a comprehensive multi-modal
transit framework-that is, an appropriate mix of rail and bus services was identified. A
multi-modal transit framework is needed to support future urban growth and provide a
back-up to auto access mode and support a lifestyle less dependent on the automobile.
Even though transit service and ridership in North County has grown substantially in
recent years, only a very small penetration of the total travel market has been achieved.
A strategy is needed for developing and funding more local and commuter express bus,
Bus Rapid Transit, Metrolink trains, and High Speed Rail in the study area as an
alternative to auto commuting. Given the trip length associated with this study area,
high-speed transit service could attract more users and help relieve trips from the
freeway system.
However, the ultimate role of transit and the upper limit of the capture of trips to transit
in North County will be dictated by funding availability for the longer range. A robust
transit funding scenario may allow transit to keep pace with the high growth rates for
North County.
At present, Metrolink trains average approximately 40 miles per hour on the Antelope
Valley to Los Angeles Union Station. Although the service is reliable and passenger
comfort is good, travel time by train from Lancaster to Los Angeles is quite lengthy at
108 minutes one way. Express bus service from Palmdale to downtown Los Angeles
ranges between 67 and 89 minutes one way. Typical morning peak period (5:OO to 9:00
AM) ridership southbound on Metrolink trains is approximately 1,550 with southbound
AVTA express buses carrying another 550 riders. This compares to approximately
23,000 vehicles carrying about 30,000 people southbound on SR-14 at Sand Canyon in
the AM peak period. This approximate 7 percent transit modal split for the peak period
could be maintained by adding additional services and faster premium modes of transit
to the system serving North County.

ATTACHMENT E
Initial Set of Long-Term (2025) Conceptual System Alternatives
The Initial Set of Alternatives proposed for the North County Combined Corridor Study is summarized below. These
alternatives are the result of a comprehensive scoping process conducted over several months through March 2002
with the study team, key study stakeholders, representatives from participating agencies, and the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC). The alternatives are multimodal, include both capital improvements and operational strategies, and
are structured to illustrate the full range of options so that their respective trade-offs in terms of costs, transportation
benefits, and other impacts may be understood. Summary descriptions of each alternative are provided on the
following pages.
Alternative 1 -No Build
Alternative 2 - Transportation Systems Management (TSM)
Alternative 3 - Build #I: Minimum HighwaylMinimumTransit
Alternative 4 -Build #2: Moderate HiahwavIMinimum Transit
Alternative 5 - Build #3: Minimum ~iihwa);/~oderate
Transit
Alternative 6 - Build #4: Moderate HighwayIModerate Transit
Alternative 7 - Build #5: Moderate ~ i a h w a i l ~ o d e r aTransit
te
Plus Maalev
Alternative 8 - Build #6: Moderate ~ i g h w a i l ~ o d e r aTransit
te
Plus ~e; N-3lSR-2 Mountain Route
Alternative 9 - Build #7: Moderate HiahwavlModerateTransit Plus New N-3lSR-2 Rail Route
Alternative 10 - Build #8: Moderate I-iighwayl~oderateTransit Plus Sand CanyonILittle Tijunga Canyon Mountain
Route
Alternative 11 - Build #9: Maximum HighwayIMaximum Transit

Guidelines for Developing Alternatives
The following guidelines were used to develop the Initial Set of System Alternatives for the North County Study
Alternatives should address the purpose and need for improvements develop for the North County Study.
The alternatives should encompass an appropriate range of options, without major gaps in the likely costs of the
alternatives. The initial number of alternatives should be manageable.
The alternatives should include all reasonable modes and alignments, but only those that are reasonable. The
conceptual alternatives should include all options that have a reasonable chance of becoming the locallv
preferred strategy (LPS).
Each alternative should be significantly different from other alternatives. The conceptual alternatives should be
designed to address differing study goals and objectives.
The conceptual alternatives should include the No Build and TSM future baseline options.

-

The conceptual alternatives may be classified based on their respective levels of capital investment as shown on the
chart below. For example, Alternative 3 (Build # I ) represents a lower-range investment with an emphasis on sewing
shorter term demand (both roadway and transit), whereas Alternative 11 represents a maximum-range investment
designed to accommodate massive increases in demand (possibly including even more growth than what is currently
forecast).

Build Alternatives Grouped by Levels of Investment
I Pur~ose(GP)

High Occupant Vehicle (HOV)
Express Bus
Metrolink Commuter Rail
MaglevIHSR

I Alternative 3.5
Alternative 3,5
Alternative 3,4
Alternative 3,4

I Alternative 4 6-10
Alternative 4,6-10
Alternatives 5-10
Alternative 5-10
Alternative 6

I Alternative 8 1fl 11
Alternative 'I I

I

Alternatives as Increments Above the No-Build
By definition, all of the No Build transportation improvementsare incorporated in all of the proposed alternatives. In
addition, the TSM/TDM Alternative improvementsare included in all of the build alternatives (Alternatives 3-1 1) by
design. This means that operational strategies such as added transit service, access management, and intelligent
transportation system (ITS) are included in the proposed build alternatives to maximize the efficiencies of the various
major capital investments.
At this stage in the North County Combined Corridor Study, the alternatives are highly conceptual. The locations of
facilities such as exclusive truck and HOV lanes, transit system features, alignments of roadway facilities, and points
of ingresslegress as shown on the following maps are approximate only.
The cross sections shown for each alternative are illustrative. Each cross section is intended to represent the most
typical case for each alternative and at the same time highlight the major differences among the proposed
alternatives. In actuality, the cross sections vary along the full length of the 1-5 and SR-14 depending upon existing
geometrics and the types of improvements proposed for each segment. The typical cross sections show only the
mainline through lanes. Ramps and auxiliary lanes are not shown.

A typical cross sections that best represents existing plus funded future conditions on the 1-5 and SR-14 w a r 2025)
are shown above. This takes into account the pavement and median rehabilitation projects that are already planned
and committed. (See the text description of Alternative 1, No Build Alternative, on the following page.)

EXHIBIT 7 (DEMAND BASED)
NORTH COUNTY COMBINED HIGHWAY CORRIDOR STUDY
LONG RANGE SYSTEM SCENARIOS OR HORIZON YEAR 2025
Roadway

Alternative
Name

HOV

Mainline

Transponation
Plan and RTP
Baseline)

T ~ c k

7*4 lanes No. of SR-126

Existing Plus
Funded (MTA
2001 Long

-F

None

Funded:
*Widening/Ramp
Improvements: Lyons,
McBean, Valencia
*Interchange SR-126 and 1-5

None

SR-14

HOV

Mainline

'1 Lane continuous
I-SoAveP
*I-SISR-14
Interchange (HOV
.,.,.or
eastxoutt

314 lanes 1-5
to Sand
Canyon
Funded:
213 Lanes
from Sand
Canyon to
Kern Count)

Same as above

Same as
above

Existing Plus
Funded
Roadways &
Trendline
Transit

' AS coded in the Highway Network for the Regional Model for Baseline.

Truck

None

None

Mass Tran:sportation

$I

-

I

1

MetrolinW Rail
J

Express Bus
SB Routes P e a k Bus Runs/
Passenger Capadty

* 11 SB Routes
155 SB bus runs
* 2.640 pass. Capacity

*I6 SB Routes
*85 SB bus runs
Aore reverse commute service
*4,235 pass capacity

PNR
PNR
LoWSpaces

Alignment
Improvements

Pk Period
3B TrainslCarsPass.
Capadty

* 5 trains
Funded Alignment
* 17 cars
Improvementsonly.
Rehab Tunnel #25
*2.380 pass. Capacity
:align uacks, sidings
te improvements, etc

Same as above

* 5 trains

* 30 cars
4.200 pass. Capacity

Alternative 1
No Build Alternative
Purpose of Concept
The No Build Alternative consists of those transportation projects that are already planned and committed
(programmed)for 2025, the planning horizon year for the North County Combined Corridor Study. Consequently, the
No Build Alternative represents future travel conditions in the North County Study Area and it is the baseline against
which candidate transportation alternatives proposed for the North County will be assessed.

FreewayIRoadway System
The No-Build Option for the North County Combined Corridor Study will include only existing roadway capacity on 1-5
and SR-14, along with funded improvements. At present, the 1-5 between SR-14 and SR-126 has 4 mixed-flow lanes
in each direction. North of SR-126, the 1-5 has sections that have only three mixed flow lanes in each direction.
lmprovementsthat are either currently underway or funded include:
Structure widening and ramp improvements at Lyons Avenue, McBean Parkway and Valencia Blvd.
lnterchange lmprovements at SR-I26 and 1-5.
For SR-14, typical cross-sections today alternate between three mixed flow lanes in each direction in the north, three
mixed flow lanes or two mixed flow plus an HOV lane in each direction in the central sections, and three mixed flow
lanes plus an HOV Lane in the southerly sections. Based on the 2001 Long Range Transportation Plan for Los
Angeles County, funded improvementsto the SR-14 include:
Continuous HOV lanes from 1-5 to Pearblossom
HOV Connector through the I-5lSR-14 lnterchange (east to south)

BuslRail Transit
Currently mass transportation services in the North County Corridor study area are provided by two primary bus
operators: Antelope Valley Transit Authoriy (AVTA) and Santa Clanta Transit (SCT). They both operate express bus
sewices to Los Angeles along the 1-5 and SR-14 Corridors. Regional Rail service is provided by the Southern
California Regional Rail Authonty (SCRRA) which operates both peak and midday Metrolinktrain service from the
Antelope Valley to Los Angeles.
For the No-Build assumption, the existing plus funded transit facility and service improvements for these public
operators are in the Baseline. Funded improvements for mass transportation in the study area are documented in the
5- and 7-year plans and programs for these operators, as well as in the most current Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP) for the SCAG Region.
No Build Transit can be summarized as follows:
Express service
- 11 SB Routes
- 55 SB Bus Runs
- 2,640 Passenger Capacity
Metrolink Trains
- 5 trains
- 17cars
- 2,380 Passenger Capacity
Park and Ride Lots
- 19 lots
- 5,479 spaces

Alternative 2
TSM Alternative
Purpose of Concept
The TSM alternative includes all of the elements described in the No Build plus additional transit services that are
seen as trendline growth by operators. In addition, the TSM consists of operational investments, policies, and actions
aimed at improving goods movement, auto and transit travel, and reducing the environmental impacts of
transportation facilities and operations in the Study Area.

Mainlines on 1
3 and SR-14
Additional ramp metering
Aesthetics
Continuous high-mast illumination
Improved signage

BuslRail Transit
Express Bus
- 16 Southbound Routes in the morning peak
- 85 Southbound Bus Runs in the morning peak
- 4,235 Passenger Capacity
- More Reverse Commute Service
MetrolinWRail
,
- 5 Southbound trains
- 30 cars
- 4,200 Passenger Capacity
Park and Ride
-22 lots
-6,800 total parking spaces

TDM Elements
Greatlv ex~andedcustomer-oriented ridematchina services. allowina safe and convenient on-demand
rideshsrin; to occur, in addition to traditional ride<haring arrangements
Increased reliance on telecommutina (from home or telecommute center)
Targeted, high-quality marketing to &crease ridesharing and transit
Expanded park and ride lots at critical locations, accompanied by improved amenities and local transit access.

TSM Elements
HOV priority on arterials and freeway access ramps
Addition and expansion of transit centers with more timed transfers
Ongoing transit restructuringthat is continually responsive to changing customer needs
Use of latest information, communication and payment technology advances to create multi-modal, seamless,
user-friendly regional network of non-auto mobility options
Better access to traveler information systems

Land Use
Requirements for bike- and pedestrian-friendly neighborhooddevelopment and traffic circulation patterns
(livable communities, transit-oriented development, smart growth, clustering etc.)
Encouragement of appropriate development densities to reflect the increasing value of transit
Strengthened developer requirementsfor traffic mitigation measures
More sustained and preadive efforts to attract jobs that match the general skillset of residents

Innovative Ideas
Parking pricing and incentives
Congestion pricing on freeways with off-peak discounts
Use of carsharing to eliminate need for second car, and to encourage appropriate match beheen mode, vehicle
and trip purpose
Significant subsidy or tax benefit for transit use

NORTH COUNTY COMBINED HIGHWAY CORRIDOR STUDY INITIAL BUILD SYSTEM SCENARIOS FOR HORIZON YEAR 2025
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Alternative 3: Build #IMinimum HighwaylMinimum Transit
(2001 MTA Long Range Transportation Plan and RTP Baseline for Year 2025)
Purpose of Concept
Some capital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic flow
and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For transit a
balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond those identified
in the TSM.

Roadway Elements
1-5 Freeway Corridor
HOV

1 Lane, SR-14 o SR-126
SR-14 lnterchange (HOV Connector South-East)
Mainline
4 Lanes, SR-14 o SR-126
4 Lanes no, of SR-126
Truck
1 Lane, SR-14 to Calgrove

..
.
.
..

SR-14 Corridor
HOV

1 Lane continuous, 1-5 <>Avenue P
1-5 lnterchange (HOV Connector EastzSouth)
Mainline
4 Lanes from 1-5 to Sand Canyon
3 Lanes continuous form Sand Canyon to Ave D
Truck
None

Mass Transit Elements
Bus
Express Bus
20 Southbound AM Peak routes
115 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Peak SB Passenger Capacity
5,769
Park-And-Rides
25 Lots
8,500spaces

.

.

MetrolinidRail
7 Southbound morning trains
47Cars
6,600 Passenger capacity

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

SR-14 Corridor Cross Section

Alternative 4: Build #2 Moderate HighwaylMinimum Transit
(Ultimate Elements from Caltrans' TCR's for 1-5 and SR-14 Freeway)
Purpose of Concept
Some capital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic flow
and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For transit a
balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond those identified
in the TSM.

Roadway Elements
1-5 Freeway Corridor

..

HOV

2 Lanes, SR-14 <> SR-126
Mainline
5 Lanes from SR-14 <> SR-126
4 Lanes No. of SR-126 to Kern County
Truck
1 Lane, SR-14 <> SR-126
Climbing Lanes no. of SR-126

SR-14 Corridor
0

HOV

2 Lanes continuous, 1-5 <>Avenue P
1 Lane, Avenue P <>Avenue L
Malnline
4 Lanes from 1-5 to Agua Duke
3 Lanes from Agua Dulcd to Kern County
I-5lSR-14 Interchange Improvement
Truck
Truck Lane 1-5 to Sand Canyon

..

Mass Transit Elements
Bus

.
.
.

Express Bus
20 Southbound AM Peak routes
115 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Peak SB Passenger Capacity
5,769
Park-And-Rides
25 Lots
8,500 spaces

MetroiinWRaii
7 Southbound morning trains
47 Cars
6,600 Passenger capacity

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

SR-14 Corridor Cross Section

Alternative 5: Build #3 Minimum Highway1 Moderate Transit
(Express Bus IMetrolink Emphasis)
Purpose of Concept
Some capital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic flow
and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For transit a
balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond t h a e identified
in the TSM.

Roadway Elements
1-5 Freeway Corridor

.

HOV
1 Lane, SR-14 <> SR-126
Mainline
4 Lanes, SR-14 <> SR-126
4 Lanes no. of SR-126
Truck
1 Lane, SR-14 to Calgrove

..

SR-14 Corridor
HOV
1 Lane continuous, 1-5 <>Avenue P
1-5 Interchange (HOV Connector East>South)
Mainline
4 Lanes from 1-5 to Sand Canyon
3 Lanes continuous form Sand Canyon to Ave D
Truck
None

.

Mass Transit Elements
BUS

.

Express Bus
24 Southbound AM Peak routes
151 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Peak SB Passenger Capacity
7,728
Park-And-Rides
30 Lots
10,000 spaces

MetrolinWRail
11 Southbound morning trains
66 Cars
9,240 Passenger capacity

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

SR-14 Corridor Cross Section

Alternative 6:

Build #4 Moderate Highway1 Moderate Transit

Purpose of Concept
Some capital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic flow
and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For transit a
balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond those identified
in the TSM.

Roadway Elements
1-5 Freeway Corridor

...
...
.

HOV

2 Lanes, SR-14 <> SR-126
Mainline
5 Lanes from SR-14 C > SR-126
4 Lanes No. of SR-126 to Kern County
Truck
1 Lane, SR-14
SR-126
Truck Climbing Lane NO.

.
.
...

SR-I4 Corridor
HOV

2 Lanes continuous, 1-5 <>Avenue P
1 Lane, Avenue P <>Avenue L
Mainline
4 Lanes from 1-5 to Agua Dulce
3 Lanes from Agua Dulce to Kern County
I-51SR-14 Interchange Improvement
Truck
Truck Lane 1-5 to Sand Canyon

Mass Transit Elements

.

Bus

.

Express Bus
24 Southbound AM Peak routes
151 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Peak SB Passenger Capacity
7,728
Park-And-Rides
30 Lots
10,000 spaces

.

..

?4&icAiiikE=i!
11 Southbound morning trains
66 Cars
9,240 passenger capacity

.

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

SR-14 Corridor Cross Section

Alternative 7:

Build #5 Moderate Highway1Moderate Transit Plus RTP Maglev System

Purpose of Concept
Some capital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic flow
and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For transit a
balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond thwe identified
in the TSM.

Roadway Elements
1-5 Freeway Corridor
HOV

.
..
.
.
..

2 Lanes, SR-14 <> SR-126
Mainline
5 Lanes from SR-14 SR-126
4 Lanes No. of SR-126 to Kern County
Truck
1 Lane, SR-14
SR-126
Climbing Lanes no. of SR-126

SR-14 Corridor
HOV

2 Lanes, 1-5 Avenue P
1 Lane, Avenue P o Avenue L
Mainline
4 Lanes from 1-5 to Agua Dulce
3 Lanes from Agua Dulce to Kern County
I-5lSR-14 Interchange Improvements
Truck
Truck Lane 1-5 to Sand Canyon

Mass Transit Elements
Bus

.

Express Bus
24 Southbound AM Peak routes
151 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Peak Southbound Passenger Capacity
7,728
Park-And-Rides
e 30 Lots
10,000 spaces

.

Me?ro!inWRal!

.

11 Southbound morning trains
66 Cars
9,240 Passenger capacity

W P M D Maglev
High speed ~aglevfromLas Angeles to Palmdale

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

SR-14Corridor Cross Section

Alternative 8: Build #6 Moderate Highway1Moderate Transit
Plus New N-3 I SR-2 Mountain Route With Tunnel Sections
Purpose of Concept
Some capital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic
flow and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For
transit a balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond those
identified in the TSM.

Roadway Elements

.

1-5 Freeway Corridor
HOV

2 Lanes, SR-14 <> SR-126
Mainline
5 Lanes from SR-14 C> SR-126
4 Lanes No. of SR-126 to Kern County
Truck
1 Lane, SR-14 <> SR-126
Climbing Lanes no. of SR-126

e

SR-14 Corridor
HOV

2 Lanes, 1-5 <>Avenue P
1 Lane, Avenue P C> Avenue L
Mainline
4 Lanes from 1-5 to Agua Dulce
3 Lanes from Agua Dulce to Kern County
I-5lSR-14 Interchange Improvements
Truck
0 Truck Lane 1-5 to Sand Canyon
0

..
.

N-3lSR-2 Mountain Route with major tunnel sections

Mass Transit Elements
BUS

.

Express Bus
24 Southbound AM Peak routes
151 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Peak Southbound Passenger Capacity
7.728
park-And-~ldes
30 Lots
10,000 spaces

.

MetrolinWRail
11 Southbound morning trains
66 Cars
9,240 Passenger capacity

-

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

SR-14 Corridor Cross Section

Alternative 9: Build #7 Moderate Highway1Moderate Transit
Plus New N-3 ISR-2 Rail Transit Line in Tunnel Under Mountains
Purpose of Concept
Some capital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic
flow and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For
transit a balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond those
identified in the TSM.

Roadway Elements
1-5 Freeway Corridor
0

.

.

HOV

2 Lanes, SR-14 <> SR-126
Mainline
5 Lanes from SR-14 o SR-126
4 Lanes No. of SR-126 to Kern County
Truck
1 Lane, SR-14 <> SR-126
Climbing Lanes no. of SR-126

SR-14 Corridor
HOV

2 Lanes, 1-5 <>Avenue P
1 Lane. Avenue P Avenue L
Mainline
4 Lanes from 1-5 to Agua Dulce
3 Lanes from Agua Dulce to Kern County
I-5ISR-14 Interchange Improvements
Truck
Truck Lane 1-5 to Sand Canyon

.
.

Mass Transit Elements
Bus
Express Bus
24 Southbound AM Peak routes
151 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Peak Southbound Passenger Capacity
7,728
Park-And-Rides
30 Lots
10,000 spaces

.
0

MetrolinWRail

.

11 Southbound morning trains
66 Cars
9,240 Passenger capacity

N-31SR-2 High Speed Rail Route through mountains
with major tunnel sections

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

SR-14 Corridor Cross Section

Alternative 10: Build #8 Moderate Highway1Moderate Transit
Plus Sand Canyon Little Tujunga Canyon Mountain Route (SR-1I 8 Extension)
Purpose of Concept
Some capital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic
flow and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For
transit a balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond those
identified in the TSM.

Roadway Elements
1-5 Freeway Corridor
8

HOV

..

2 Lanes, SR-14 <> SR-126
Mainline
5 Lanes from SR-14 <> SR-126
4 Lanes No. of SR-126 to Kern County
Truck
1 Lane, SR-14 <7 SR-126
Climbing Lanes no. of SR-126

SR-14 Corridor
HOV

2 Lanes, 1-5 o Avenue P
1 Lane, Avenue P <>Avenue L
Mainline
4 Lanes from 1-5 to Agua Dulce
3 Lanes from Agua Dulce to Kern County
I-5ISR-14 Interchange Improvements
Truck
Truck Lane 1-5 to Sand Canyon

..
.

Mountain Route with major tunnel sections
along Sand CanyonlLittle Tujunga Canyon

M&S Transit Elements
BUS

..

Express Bus
24 Southbound AM Peak routes
151 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Peak Southbound Passenger Capacity
7.728

park-And- ides
30 Lots
10,000 spaces

MetrolinWRail
11 Southbound morning trains
66 Cars
9,240 Passenger capacity

.

I

I

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

f

SR-14 Corridor Cross Section

Alternative 11: Build #9 Moderate Highway1 Moderate Transit
Plus Sand Canyon Little Tujunga Canyon Mountain Route (SR-118 Extension)
Purpose of Concept
Somecapital investment in roadway facilities within the Study Area to improve traffic
flow and safety for all vehicle types, focusing on on the most deficient segments. For
transit a balanced modest increase in express bus and Metrolink service beyond those
identified in the TSM.

Roadway Elements

..
.
.

1-5 Freeway Corridor
HOV

2 Lanes, SR-14 o SR-126
Mainline
5 Lanes continuous
Truck
1 Lane, full length SR-14 to Kern Co. Line

SR-14Corridor
HOV

.

2 Lanes continuous from 1-5 to Avenue P
1 Lane, Avenue P o Kern County Line
Mainline
5 Lanes from 1-5 to Sand Canyon
4 Lanes continuous from Sand Canyon to Kern County Line
Truck
Truck Lane 1-5 to Sand Canyon
Add one land on all uphill segments to Avenue P

Mass Transit Elements

.

BUS
Express Bus
30 Southbound AM Peak routes
200 Southbound AM Peak bus runs
Eqanded reverse commute and midday service
Peak Southbound Passenger Capacity
10,000
Park-And-Rides
35 Lots
12,000 spaces

.

..

.

MetrolinWRail
15 Southbound morning trains
90Cars
12,600 Passenger capacity

LAX I PMD Maglev
High speed Maglev line from Los Angeles to Palmdale
HSR Route from Palmdale to Los Angeles

0

L

I I

1-5 Corridor Cross Section

SR-14 Corridor Cross Section

